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Rothschilds and their bitcoin scam all about to implode, concept of that to me is 

mindboggling and a further example of the desperation to raise funds, just wish the 

general public would not so willingly support it. Rothschilds have cash flow issues so 

they take your cash on the premise they will give you a healthy and unrealistic return, so 

you have a token on a computer in exchange for your cash. At least with dinars you had 

some paper currency, this and other cryptcurrencies is utter madness, leading to ultimate 

goal of cashless society. So they are saying they have sold 16M bitcoins and yet it only 

shows 7M in circulation and that is steadily declining, They are falsifying documents to 

the SEC and US Commodities Trading Commission in order to get bitcoin registered as 

an actual commodity, like gold and silver alternative. 

 

*Bitcoin by the way mines Meta Data, all that use of credit cards what sites you visit then 

when you use it to buy something it mines that too.. It is mining the Stock Market also 

People complain about Facebook and Google You haven't seen anything like what is on 

it's servers, sad part is people are PAYING them to do it, They are PAYING people to 

put their personal information from their computers and all their contacts on to 

ROTHSCHILD PRIVATE SERVER that is the definition of "mining bitcoin" 

 

 

 

*So they failed with their USN, now the TRN has failed also as no one is buying it, so 

they come up with a new round of bs'ery TR coin TR Coin they are trying to bring out 

now instead of the Bitcoin as they plan to crash it It WILL crash before the first quarter. 

They are trying to get the value to be 1 Trillion and use it to back the USD It's a hostile 

take over of the USA 

 

 

 

1. Hollywood and subsidiary Vancouver are rampant with pedophilia 

 

2. Corey has spoken out on this before and survived 

 

3. Why is Corey perceiving he is in more trouble now than any time in the past, since he 

exposed it? 

 

4. Why bring money/donations from the public into it? he has enough fellow abused 

friends with plenty of money to support him, they wont to protect their perceived status 

of fame and wealth is why 
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Against the backdrop of false flag events donations, ex presidents touting for donations 

and now this donation event, makes me wonder and also suspicious. 

 

Can it be genuine in what he is stating and why he needs the support? yes, but biggest 

question that needs to be asked is? 

 

Where were all these hollywood people with all their wealth, when it happens to the 

"general public"? 

 

Have they supported us when we needed it? where were they whne corey out it years 

back?  

 

*Rock music Kashmir Oh, let the sun beat down upon my face, And stars fill my dream 

I'm a traveler of both time and space, To be where I have been. To sit with elders of the 

gentle race, This world has seldom seen, They talk of days for which they sit and wait, 

All will be revealed. war pigs Gen'rals gathered in their masses, Just like witches at black 

masses Evil minds that plot destruction, Sorcerer of death's construction. In the fields the 

bodies burning, As the war machine keeps turning, Death and hatred to mankind, 

Poisoning their brainwashed minds  

 

Politicians hide themselves away, They only started the war, Why should they go out to 

fight? They leave that role for the poor, yeah Time will tell on their power minds, Making 

war just for fun, Treating people just like pawns in chess, Wait 'till their judgement day 

comes, yeah 

 

Now in darkness world stops turning, Ashes where the bodies burning, No more War 

Pigs have the power, Hand of God has struck the hour, Day of judgement, God is calling, 

On their knees the war pigs crawling, Begging mercies for their sins, Satan, laughing, 

spreads his wings 

 

heaven and hell, The devil is never a maker, The less that you give, you're a taker, The 

lover of life's not a sinner, The ending is just a beginner, The closer you get to the 

meaning, The sooner you'll know that you're dreaming, Well if it seems to be real, it's 

illusion, For every moment of truth, there's confusion in life, Love can be seen as the 

answer, but nobody bleeds for the dancer. They say that life's a carousel, Spinning fast, 

you've got to ride it well, The world is full of kings and queens, Who blind your eyes and 

steal your dreams It's heaven and hell, oh well. 

 

And they'll tell you black is really white, The moon is just the sun at night And when you 

walk in golden halls, You get to keep the gold that falls It's heaven and hell, oh no 
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the wall, We don't need no education We don't need no thought control No dark sarcasm 

in the classroom Teachers leave them kids alone. devil worship?? 

 

*Liverpool anger, rebellion, slave trade, big business whilst people in poverty until ww2 

 

*van runs into people and kills them, driver gets out and shouts allahu akbar and police 

find isis writing near the van, too convenient the timing, being a ritual day and all, but 

how many more times does it take for public to see through this bs'ery. well that has 

taken the indictments, weinstein and other investigations out of the public eye and we 

now have 24 hour coverage of an event in new york, like nothing else is happening again. 

This is their version of memory wipes, for the purpose of our listeners memories we will 

remember again Manchester UK, Grenfell tower fire, 3 london events, Barcelona, 3 

events in France, boston marathon, aurora shooting, sandy hook, fires in NW, fires in 

California, flooding and wind damages in florida, texas and puerto rico, plus Las vegas, 

all of these events have elements in them that have big questions unanswered, one event 

after the other for the purpose of putting you in a spin to enable their game of mindwars 

on you and ultimately forgetfulness, well we wont forget these deliberate events, this 

show is not one for forgetting. 

 

*We gave The Hill a heads up. We knew the switch in the narrative from Trump/Russia 

to Clinton/Russia would take a little time. We had them drop the Uranium One article 

exactly one week before we would make the first arrests. Couple of days later, we 

dropped the dossier info. We needed to hammer the train The first arrests will be 

Manafort and Tony Podesta. These guys are not the real target, they are just soldiers. The 

real targets are Hillary, Holder, Rosenstein, and John Podesta. We would love to expose 

Obama as well but Pres Trump is adamant about protecting former Presidents. Even if 

they are corrupt pieces of shit, he believes in the dignity of the office. He feels that 

ruining the legacy of a President will do nothing but hurt our country. This is why both 

Bush’s, Bill Clinton, Obama, and even LBJ will be spared. The rest of the JFK files 

released will not include the essential information implicating LBJ and Bush Sr. 

 

*white people privilege *pedogate now reaching epic proportions it seems, but still none 

of the real big names, one suspects at this point that may not change 

 

*UNITED NATIONS – The United States is announcing its support for a set of 

principles that give a green light for U.N. peacekeeping troops and police to use force to 

protect civilians in armed conflicts. U.S. Ambassador Samantha Power told a high-level 

U.N. meeting Wednesday focusing on the responsibility to protect civilians that the 

United States was “proud” and “humbled” to join 28 other countries that have pledged to 

abide by the 18 pledges. U.N. peacekeepers from these 29 countries are now required to 

act in cases where civilians are in danger.“The Kigali Principles are designed to make 
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sure that civilians are not abandoned by the international community again,” she said, 

recalling how U.N. peacekeepers left Rwanda before the 1994 genocide and Srebrenica 

before the 1995 massacre.” When Antifa is successful in using its new-found allies from 

MS-13 and ISIS Henry Kissinger Quote: “”Today Americans would be outraged if U.N. 

troops entered Los Angeles to restore order; tomorrow they will be grateful! This is 

especially true if they were told there was an outside threat from beyond whether real or 

promulgated, that threatened our very existence. It is then that all peoples of the world 

will pledge with world leaders to deliver them from this evil. The one thing every man 

fears is the unknown. When presented with this scenario, individual rights will be 

willingly relinquished for the guarantee of their well being granted to them by their world 

government.” – Henry Kissinger in an address to the Bilderberger meeting at Evian, 

France, May 21, 1992. 

 

*NY and terrorists - why? because over 70 years America has invaded 81 countries that 

were for strategic purposes, removing govts, claim lands and resources and ultimately 

then use the anger of those people to set up and fund terror groups with people who have 

nothing and then offered inducements to form a group to attack the country who left them 

homeless, jobless and losing family and friends. This is how IS, ISIL, ISIS, Al Queda, 

Taliban were formed and the very people in positions who orchestrated America as the 

worlds bully boys, are the same people paying these so called terrorists to now attack on 

our soil. Yes you people with your badges of dishonor, yes you lot in Langley, NSA, 

DHS, MI6, KGB and Mossad are all responsible for this mess. If Trump and people in 

high places wish to drain the swamp, quit mucking around with lower level goons and go 

after the very building who even by the documents released by the government have 

committed numerous atrocities on the American people and the world. OPeration 

Northwoods (planned to kill own citizens in FF to blame on cuba), Paperclip(brought 

high level nazis in who had been a part of killing 420K Americans), MK Ultra, Hotel 

California (collecting pows and mia's from vietnam and bringing them back into 

underground base and performing heinous experiments on them - whilst telling their 

families they were dead - you can check out but you can never leave indeed)  

 

 


